Geometric Analysis

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon
The Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon process (Geometric / Attributes
/ Element Statistics by Polygon) computes statistics over polygonal areas in a
destination geometric object from:
• points, lines, or polygons in a source geometric object, and/or
• numeric values in selected database fields associated with the source elements (minimum, maximum, mean, standard deviation, and others).
The destination and source objects can be vector, CAD, or shape objects. You
can choose to save the statistics as tables added directly to the destination
polygon object, as tables added to a copy of the destination object (leaving the
original unchanged), or as text (CSV) files.
Statistics can be tabulated for the destination object using:
• all polygons or only those marked in the process’s View window
• individual polygons and/or polygons grouped by value in a designated
attribute field.
Element statistics for each destination polygon (or polygon group) can also be
broken down (separated) by value in a designated source attribute field.
You also can choose to compile statistics using all source elements or only
those marked in the View. (Destination and source elements can be marked for
processing manually, by region, or by query.)
Destination Polygons Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Destination Polygons box to select a geometric object with polygons (see illustration to the right). The selected object is
automatically displayed in the separate View window. Use the Output menu to
choose how to save the statistics: Add table(s) to object, Copy object and add
table(s), or Text file(s). The Use radiobuttons to the right of this menu set
whether to use All destination polygons or only those Marked in the View.
You can choose one or both of the By Polygon and By Attribute options. The
By Polygon option compiles statistics independently for each polygon. With
this option you can choose an ID or Name to embed in the statistics table(s) to
identify each polygon. The choices are None, Element Number,
Polygon_ID.Current (if the object has a Polygon_ID table) and Choose; the
latter option prompts you to select a database table and field associated with
the polygons to provide the ID.

Geometric Element Statistics by Polygon window.
In this example, the Destination object is a vector
object with county polygons of the state of
Nebraska (black boundary lines in illustration
below). The Source object is a shapefile with
polygons showing soil associations (colored
polygon fills below). The separation attribute set
for the source is a field with the soil association
names. The process is set to compute summary
element statistics for the destination polygons
(Total checkbox) and a breakdown of those
statistics by soil association, with a separate
record for each association (results on next page).

The By Attribute option tabulates statistics by grouping polygons that have the
same value in a designated attribute field. When you select this option you are
automatically prompted to choose the table and field to use. You can press the
Choose pushbutton to reset this choice if needed. The selected attribute is
included as a field in the resulting statistics table(s).
Source Controls
Use the Object pushbutton in the Source box to select the geometric object from which to
compile the statistics; this object is automatically added to the View. Use the Type radiobuttons
to choose the element type; if only one element type is present, this control is set automatically. The Use radiobuttons to the right
set whether to use All source elements or only those Marked in the View. Press the Separation Attribute pushbutton to choose a
source table and field if you wish to compute statistics by source element attribute in addition to or instead of the summary
statistics for all elements being used.
Statistics from Source Elements
The Statistics from Source Elements box provides controls for computing statistics directly from the source elements. The
Statistics column on the right side of the box provides a choice of element statistics via a checkbox for each statistic that is
available for the selected source element type. The Count option (available for all element types) counts the number of source
elements within each destination polygon (or polygon group). Line source elements provide an additional Length option, while
source polygon elements provide Area and Coverage % options.
(continued)
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Tabular view of Total element
statistics for the soil association
example shown on the previous
page. This table has one record per
destination polygon (county), with
Count, Area, and CoveragePct fields.
Right, single-record view of element
statistics table resulting from setting
Total and Separate Fields by
Attribute options (see text).

Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Elements box to compute the selected element statistics by
destination polygon (and/or polygon attribute). This option
produces a table with one record for each destination polygon
(see illustration above left). If the Include zero-count totals
checkbox is turned off, records for polygons with no source
elements are not included in the result.
When you wish to break down the element statistics by source
element attribute, you have two mutually exclusive options:
Separate Fields by Attribute and Separate Records by Attribute.
With the Separate Fields option, the statistics for each attribute
value are added as fields to the table with the Total polygon
statistics (see illustration above middle). If there are many
attribute values, this option results in a table with a very large
number of fields, as there may be one to three fields per attribute value, depending on the source element type and the
statistics you have selected. In some cases (such as the soil
association example illustrated), many of the attribute statistic
fields may be zero-valued. However, this table structure is
well-suited to use in a spreadsheet.
The Separate Records option creates a table with a separate
record for each combination of 1) destination polygon or polygon group and 2) value of the source element separation attribute
(see illustration above right). Thus there are multiple records
per destination polygon. Zero-count records are automatically
excluded from this table, providing a more compact presentation of the data than the Separate Fields by Attribute option. If
the Total option is used in combination with Separate Records
by Attribute, the Total and By Attribute statistics are created in
separate tables (due to the required difference in table structure).

Above, tabular view of source element statistics
table created by the Separate Records by
Attribute option for the soil association example.
This table has one record for each unique
combination of destination polygon (county) and
value of the designated source element separation
attribute (soil association). Zero-count records
are automatically excluded from this table.

Statistics from Selected Source Fields
The Statistics from Selected Source Fields box provides controls for computing statistics from numeric fields in an attribute
table associated with the source elements. Use the Table menu
at the top right of the box to choose the table. The fields in the
table are then shown in the picklist below the menu; turning on
the Numeric Only checkbox filters the field list to show only
fields with numeric values. Click in the square to the left of a
field to select it. You can clear these selections if needed by
pressing the Deselect All iconbutton (see illustration below).

The available field statistics are listed in the lower left portion
of the Statistics from Selected Source Fields box. They include Minimum, Maximum, Mean, Variance, Standard Deviation,
and Relative Std Deviation %*. Choose any combination of
the individual measures by turning on their checkboxes, or
choose All.
(continued)

Deselect All

* Relative Standard Dev % expresses the standard deviation as a
percentage of the mean: 100 x Standard Deviation / Mean. This
statistic allows comparison between measurements in different
units.
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Turn on the Total checkbox in the Statistics from Source Fields box to compute field statistics by destination polygon (and/or polygon attribute). The
result is a tabulation with one record for each destination polygon (“by polygon” structure). If the Total option is also used in the Statistics from Source
Elements box, the element statistics and source field statistics are combined in
a single “by polygon” table as illustrated below (unless the Separate table for
each field toggle is turned on; see below).
To break down the source field statistics by source element attribute, turn on
the Separate by Attribute checkbox. The result is a tabulation with one record
for each combination of 1) destination polygon and 2) value of the source
element separation attribute (“by polygon by attribute” structure; see illustration at the bottom of page). In the example on this page, this table contains
only source field statistics and no element statistics, because the Separate
Records by Attribute option was not selected in the Statistics from Source
Elements box (see illustration to the right); only the Total element statistics
option was selected. If Separate Records by Attribute (for source elements)
and Separate by Attribute (for source fields) are both selected, the element and
field statistics are saved to a single table with the “by polygon by attribute”
structure.
Turning on the Separate table for each field toggle in the Statistics from
Selected Source Fields box causes the statistics for the each of the selected
source fields to be saved in different tables. This option applies to both Total
(by polygon or polygon attribute) field statistics and field statistics separated
by source attribute. In the example on this page, this choice would result in
creation of five tables: one “by polygon” table for the Total element statistics,
a “by polygon” table with the Total field statistics for each of the two selected
fields, and a “by polygon by attribute” table for each of the two selected fields
from the Separate by Attribute setting.
(continued)

Settings producing the tables illustrated below.
The Source object is a shapefile with points
representing water well locations. The source
Separation Attribute is a field with codes indicating
well use (e.g. irrigation, domestic, etc.)

Tabular view of table with statistics by polygon from point elements (Count field) and from the Acres and PumpRate fields.

Tabular view of table with statistics by source point attribute from the Acres and PumpRate fields. This table has one record for each
unique combination of destination polygon (county) and value of the designated source element separation attribute (well use ID).
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Queue
Running the Process
Run Job Save Job
When you have selected the desired settings, press
the Run icon button to run the process immediately. Standard Queue Job and Save Job icon
buttons are also provided to allow you to execute the process using the
TNT Job Processing system (see the Technical Guide entitled System:
TNTmips Job Processing System). If you have chosen to Copy Object and
add tables, a Select output window then appears to allow you to designate
a Project File and a name for the result object. A Select tables for output
window then appears so you can save the output table or tables. The
Object column in the Selected box in the lower part of this window lists
partial default names for each of the output tables. These names indicate
the structure of the table (e.g., “By Polygon”, “By Polygon By Useid”). If
you have chosen to produce separate tables for each field for source field
statistics, those default table names are prepended with the field name (see
illustration). You can press the Auto-Name button on the window to accept the default table names. If you do so, each of the default names is
prepended with the name of the source object and shown in the Name
column. Press OK to accept the names and begin processing.

Press the Auto-Name button on the Select tables for
output window to assign default names for the output
statistics tables. These names include the name of
the source object, a descriptor of the table structure
(e.g. By_Polygon_By_Useid), and the field name if
producing a separate table for each set of attribute
field statistics.
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